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About This Content

The Class 390 is a modern classic, and you can experience the speed of this powerful tilting express train from the driver’s seat
in Train Simulator.

The Class 390 is one of the fastest electric multiple units operating in Britain. The set can reach 140 mph, whilst featuring tilting
train technology to allow higher speeds around bends. At present, the Class 390 operates along the West Coast Main Line and is

well-known to commuters and railfans alike for its sleek looks and high performance. In 2006 a Class 390 set a new speed
record along the West Coast Main Line, completing the 401-mile trip from London to Glasgow in 3 hours and 55 minutes, and
in usual operation the sets will run up to 125mph where track conditions allow. The Class 390 for Train Simulator recreates the

smooth high performance well-known to drivers on the West Coast Main Line, and features a realistic tilting function which
mimics the action of the real thing.

Includes:

Class 390 tilting electric multiple unit in Crimson Lake, Navy & Orange and Intercity Swallow liveries

A complete train is made up of the following vehicles:

Driving Motor Second Open

Motor Second Open
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Pantograph Trailer Second Restaurant / Mini Buffet

Motor Second Open

Trailer Second Open

Motor First Open

Pantograph Trailer First Open

Motor First Open Disabled

Driving Motor Restaurant First Open
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Title: Train Simulator: Class 390 EMU Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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The hero doesn't react on controls at the moment he needs to.

I'm playing on Mac. Maybe the game isn't completele optimized.. Good puzzle-oriented comedy adventure :). its very nice. very
good and nice. Got banned from the game for playing this game a lot... Yeah really.. I found a bug and told people about it and I
got banned because it means less money in the pocket of killerwallet. Eitherway check it out its a good fun game and I would
have kept playing it. I made a video of the bug that got me banned and I'd link it to show everyone but the dev filed a tastey
copyright infringment notice on it so it's gone. The idea here is that if people don't know about the bug then you don't have to
worry about fixing it. I'm guessing the devs hate me because I exposed the fishing mechanics that this game uses to spawn fish.
Basicaly there are no fish in the water and one just spawns based on a dice roll from a few factors when your bobber lands.
Moral of the story here is don't play buggy and broken games by money grubbing early access devopers who only care about
making money and not about making a game that works.

Edit: I reached out to support about my ban and video take down.
Support (sent by *****@fishingplanet.com)
Using game bugs as cheats and disclosure it on a public channel without sent to the developers is and act of cheating and
disrespect to developer, In your home country it also a crime.
You violate the EULA in a section of using bugs and cheats and not notify developers about it.
Even more, after we move your thread to bug section you start a new thread with the same links, also send them to players in
chats.
This behavior is unacceptable. We suggest to remove the second video from your channel, or we will need to ask youtube to
take down all FP videos from your channel because of EULA violations.

Me:
Not sure if you are trolling me again but:
"Using game bugs as cheats and disclosure it on a public channel without sent to the developers is and act of cheating and
disrespect to developer, In your home country it also a crime."
First the bug was never used as a cheat but merely a way to go under the river. Second the developers are disrespectful to their
community. Also I did report this bug on the forums so, no. And again WTF are you going to try and arrest and sue me under?
The CFAA? GL.
"You violate the EULA in a section of using bugs and cheats and not notify developers about it.
Even more, after we move your thread to bug section you start a new thread with the same links, also send them to players in
chats."
What is this contradicting \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t? How can posting a bug on your forums be
considered not telling the developers when you read and deleted the thread in minutes?
"We suggest to remove the second video from your channel, or we will need to ask youtube to take down all FP videos from
your channel because of EULA violations."
Go **** yourselves. Don't worry I deleted all that trash from my channel. I would hate to have anyone even think I supported a
developer like you.
Also run your emails through a proof reader. Those mistakes are unprofessional.

Have a wonderful day.. *Part of 3DMark. Fun game, honestly enjoy the hell out of it, but the crashes are killing it for me..
Endless Pleasure! Eternal Game!. Pros:
Nice music.
Pretty puzzles.

Cons:
Difficult puzzles

7/10. Exelent football manager game. Game that every true football manager player must try. I highly reccomended the game.
I'm playing Football Manager Series from the beggining, and I always have fun playing it back somethinkg is missing. Then,
when Football Manager Live was avalible back in quite some years from now, i ralased what. MMO.

90MF gives, for me, all aspect of true MMO fotball manager game, and it's not even finnished. But I could play it like it is.
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Community in game is great, ME is decent, transfer sistem and transfer market done perfectly. Gives u a chance to be a big or
small club with equaly satisfaction felling.
There is no pay to win features in game, so only your skills in picking players and select right tactic counts. The game mechanic
is done in a way that newcomer can be equal with the most experiance player in game in matter of season or two.

This game is apsoluty "must try" for any football manager fun.
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Welll What can I say Ik what was gonna Happen I mean title says it all lol 2 Girls are Madly in Love And wanna go further And
by Doing that they will stop at Nothing From Having Good time. Thats it haha Loved the Short simple VN And its yuri I mean
who doesnt love Girl on Girl Action right ^^ And as Always I Def recc this to Anyone who Is Fan Of Yuri Based VN Games..
The game is not bad at all, I enjoyed it and at .99 cents you can't beat that price. Also the Dev. is very active and very
responsive.

See my Game play at : https:\/\/youtu.be\/aiWehkoeYp8. Horriable game, terriable graphics would not recommend. Laggy,
clunky controls, terrible car-camera view...
ESC does not work when driving...
Game does not respond to ALT+F4...

Need to say more?.. I love the table top version of this game. It's a lot of fun and has a great amount of depth. The video game
version of this is, however, extremely janky, confusing, and not worth your time. This is a great game ruined by horrible UI and
controls. I was hoping it would be an updated version of the Puzzle Strike you find on their website but it's even jankier than
that. Pass on this.

You can give this a try before you buy it at http:\/\/www.fantasystrike.com\/. This game was a let-down for me. It is uninspired
in it's design but it is in its core a simple puzzle game with simple mechanics. It just left a sour feeling in me for the 41 minutes
that I played it. I really tried to enjoy it but I couldn't go beyond what I had played. Buy it during a sale if you want to try but
persoanlly, there are more inspiring puzzle games than this one. Sorry devs!. first of all great combat, but pretty much
everything else is horrible, the monstrosity with the costumes and the grind is a hell on its own, if you can look past it the
gameplay is pretty decent tho not worthy of a positive review with all the♥♥♥♥♥♥surrounding it.. Never since English
Country Tune have I seen a puzzle game explore such diverse puzzles with one single player interaction.. The V.E.R.T.E.X.
Pack has similar track layouts as Cairo. The tracks are easy. The visuals consist of vertices and the soundtrack is adequate.

The price matches the minimalistic visual design. I recommend watching a gameplay video of a boss mode race, trough this
location, to decide, on the purchase of this DLC. I recommend this DLC for people who want to race on simple tracks. I don't
recommend this for people who want detailed visuals.
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